Steam Stripping
Steam stripping can also be performed efficiently
with Pope stills. The steam is introduced at the
bottom of the stil I body through special inlets
provided by Pope Scientific. The thin, highly
turbulent film formed by the wiper blades allows
for every efficient contact between the steam and
the liquid. An external condenser is then used to
collect the steam and remove the solvent.
The basic steam stripping system is similar to a
solvent stripping system, except that the (see
Figure 3) internal condenser is not required. An
external heating system is not needed (although
one may be installed to increase efficiency) since
the steam provides the heat for the evaporation of
the solvent. A stainless steel body is also
recommended for steam stripping.

Reactors
Pope Wiped-Film Stills are beginning to find
increased application as thin film vacuum
reactors. Special inlets can be added to the stil I
bodies to allow for liquid/liquid or gas/liquid
reactions. The thin, turbulent film provided by
Pope wipers allows more complete, efficient
reaction. Consult with the Pope Scientific staff for
more information on the reactor ode.

Instrumented Wiped-Film Stills
All Pope Stills are available in the standard version
which is ready to operate as a batch still. Note that
the vacuum system and instruments are not
included.
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The Pope standard still can be supplied with any
of the heating systems discussed in Pope Bulletin
No. 4, "Temperature Control Systems." Pope
Scientific can also furnish vacuum systems,
individual instruments or complete instrument
packages for Pope stills. A complete instrument
package (see photo) may include a console with
still body temperature control, feed temperature
control, feed pump control, wiper drive speed
control, rpm indicator, vacuum control and the
various switches, fuses, circuit breakers, etc.,
required. All controls and other ancillary
equipment are selected for compatibility with
Pope systems.

Tandem Stills

Pope Wiped-Film Stills are essentially single step
or single plate distillation systems. Therefore, only
a limited degree of separation can be made when
components of the feed material have similar
volatilities .. In order to accomplish further
separation of the given feed material, it is
common practice to recycle the desired product
on a batch basis. That is, the product from a run is
processed again through the system. This
recycling can also be accomplished by mounting
two or more stills in tandem, and by pumping the
desired product continuously into the next still
body.

